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One of the “Five Best” books on wartime secret missions.
— Wall Street Journal 

“the most extraordinary intelligence report you will ever read.”
— the IntellIgencer: Journal of u.S. IntellIgence StudIeS

“A fascinating first-hand account of virtually all 
aspects of life inside the camp.”

— the atlantIc

“extraordinary memoir. extraordinarily powerful prose. 
Deserves to be read alongside the accounts 

of Primo Levi and elie Wiesel.” 
— the neW republIc

“suspenseful, inspiring, recounting bravery 
that few of us can imagine. 

His words are of extreme importance to Jews and to any other
 community that suffered at the hands of the Nazis.”

— the JeWISh Week, new York city

“extraordinary.”
— Maclean’S, canada 

   

“Certain to become a standard reference work in every 
major Holocaust library collection.”

— JeWISh neWS, Virginia

“We have few, if any, descriptions that compare
 to this one— and, therefore, it’s a priceless document.”

— profeSSor tIMothY SnYder, 
bird White housum professor of history at Yale university, author of bloodlands

tHe AUsCHWitZ vOLUNteeR: 
Beyond Bravery

By Captain Witold Pilecki

“One man 
  volunteered 

  for Auschwitz, 
  and now 
  we have 

  his story...”  
—the neW York tIMeS, editors’ choice



“earthshaking. 
A book which i hope 
will be widely read.”  
   — dr. ZbIgnIeW brZeZInSkI, 

   center for Strategic & International Studies
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September 19, 1940. With calm deliberation, Polish Army 
officer Witold Pilecki walked into a Nazi German street round-
up in Warsaw…and became Auschwitz Prisoner No. 4859.

Pilecki had volunteered for a potentially suicidal secret 
undercover mission for the Polish Underground: smuggle out 
intelligence about this new German concentration camp, and 
build a resistance organization among the prisoners.

Barely surviving nearly three years of starvation, disease and 
brutality, Pilecki accomplished his mission before escaping in 
April 1943.

His clandestine intelligence reports from Auschwitz, received by 
the Allies beginning in 1941, were among the earliest, including 
the full horrors of daily life inside the camp, the killing of Soviet 
soldiers taken as prisoners of war, the building of gas chambers 
and the mass extermination of Jews brought to the camp.

Pilecki’s most comprehensive eyewitness report on 
Auschwitz, suppressed by the postwar communist regime in 
Poland for nearly fifty years, is being published here in English for 
the first time.

Translated by Jarek Garliński
Introduction by Professor Norman Davies, FBA
Foreword by Rabbi Michael Schudrich, Chief Rabbi of Poland

            

tHe AUsCHWitZ vOLUNteeR: 
Beyond Bravery
By Captain Witold Pilecki

Watch the trailer on YouTube!
the auschwitz Volunteer: 
beyond bravery

“Remarkable exploits. Perhaps because he wrote in factual,
 unemotional language, perhaps because he wasn’t a Jew, his observations 

continue to carry an irrefutable weight.”
— JeWISh Journal, los angeles

“A shining example of heroism that transcends religion, race and  time. 
essential reading for anyone interested in  the Holocaust.”

 — rabbI MIchael SchudrIch, chief rabbi of poland

“A historical document of the greatest importance.”

CAPTAIN WITOLD PILECKI (1901–1948), a cavalry officer 
in the Polish Army, was one of the founders of a resistance 
organization in German-occupied Poland during World War II 
that quickly evolved into the Polish Underground Army.

Pilecki is the only man known to have volunteered to get 
himself arrested and sent to Auschwitz as a prisoner. After 
escaping from Auschwitz in April 1943, he continued his work 
in the Polish Underground Army High Command. He fought in the 
Warsaw Uprising (August–October 1944), was taken prisoner by 
the Germans and ended the war in a German POW camp.

In late 1945, Pilecki, who was married and the father of two 
children, volunteered to return undercover to Poland, where 
conditions were chaotic at war’s end as the communists were 
asserting control. His mission: to liaise with anti-communist 
resistance organizations and report back on conditions within 
the country. 

He was captured by the postwar communist regime in Poland, 
tortured and executed in 1948 as a traitor and a “Western spy.” 
Pilecki’s name was erased from Polish history until the collapse 
of communism in 1989.

Pilecki was fully exonerated posthumously in the 1990s. Today he is 
regarded as one of Poland’s heroes.

“the game which I was now playing
 in auschwitz was dangerous. this
 sentence does not really convey the
 reality; in fact, I had gone far 
 beyond what people in the real 
 world would consider dangerous...”
               — captain Witold pilecki

—the neW York tIMeS, editors’ choice
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“vibrant with fresh perspectives. 
it is an extraordinary book.”

   — MartIn aMIS, bestselling author of 
time’s arrow and lionel asbo: State of england

“Remarkable revelations.”
 — publISherS WeeklY 

“A real contribution to our 
understanding of the history of 
Poland under Nazi occupation.”

   — antonY polonSkY, albert abramson 
professor of holocaust Studies at brandeis university,

author of the Jews in poland and russia

“An Allied hero.”
   — profeSSor norMan daVIeS, author of Vanished kingdoms

“this remarkable book may shock 
but will surely enlighten. 

A portion of the Auschwitz story 
that needed to be told.”

   — profeSSor gerhard l. WeInberg, 
   author of a World at arms: a history of  World War II

“A work of supreme importance.”
— tablet MagaZIne

First time 
in english!

the secret undercover 
mission at Auschwitz

ONe MAN DiD 
tHe UNtHiNKABLe


